
Development of Type-2 Hypervisor for MIPS64 Based Systems 

No. Deliverable Milestone Deliverables Deliverables 
Status 

1.  1st Deliverable (1st 
April, 2013- 15th 

July, 2013)  

(1) Virtual board is constructed. 

(2) Board has processor, co-
processor and memory. 

(3) Virtual machine emulates non-
privileged instructions correctly. 

(4) Privileged instructions are 
trapped to the hypervisor 
(which for now kills the virtual 
machine). 

(5) DTB is prepared and loaded into 
virtual machine (VM) memory. 

(6) Linux Kernel is decompressed 
and loaded into the VM 
memory. 

(1) Hypervisor code. 

(2) Test cases code. 

(3) Test cases result report. 

(4) Demo that Linux Kernel 
loads and prints its initial 
banners on the console 
using screen cast 
software. 

Submitted 

The project started with formal team formation and environment setup for X86 development systems and MIPS64 
target system by installing Linux, native and cross tool chains. ‘git’ based version control system was established to 
manage code development. Development started with the Preparation of a software representation of MIPS64 
mainboard (i.e. virtual board) containing processor cores, co-processor 0 and memory. Using the component 
objects of virtual board, a mechanism for instruction emulation was provided to emulate non-privileged 
instructions correctly and privileged instructions are trapped to the hypervisor. A U-boot binary was executed 
virtually that eventually decompress and load Linux Kernel binary into the VM memory.  
 

2. 2nd Deliverable( 15th 
July, 2013- 15th 
October, 2013) 

Milestone Deliverables Status 
Of 
Deliver
ables 

Dynamic code patching of 
one sensitive guest 
instruction with a safer 
instruction.  I.e. one 
instruction patched with one 
instruction 

(1) Hypervisor code. 

(2) Test cases code. 

(3) Test cases result report. 

Submitted 

3.  3rd Deliverable ( 15th 
October, 2013- 15th 
December, 2013) 

Dynamic code patching 
where one sensitive 
instruction is replaced by 
more than one instruction. 

(1) Hypervisor code. 

(2) Test cases code. 

(3) Test cases result report. 

Submitted 



4.  4th Deliverable (15th 
December, 2013-

15th February, 2014) 

Dynamic code patching 
working such that patching 
is done on-demand. 

(1) Hypervisor code. 

(2) Test cases code. 

(3) Test cases result report. 

Submitted 

 
Deliverable 2, 3, 4 
The Project team faced few challenges during trap and emulation of instructions. First challenge was with standard 
glibc which does not allow modification of sp ($29) and gp ($28) registers in user mode. Non-privileged instructions 
dealing with these registers can't be executed directly on hardware. Similarly, K0 ($26) and K1 ($27) registers 
produce unexpected results because they are interrupt handling registers used by host kernel and potentially not 
used by user programs. This problem was circumvented by implementing emulation of such non-privileged 
instructions that use gp and sp registers. However, with this solution we ended up emulating entire ISA because 
any instruction can potentially manipulate gp and sp registers. Implementation of Dynamic Code Patching (DCP) 
was started and patched all instructions involving sp($29), gp($28)and k1($27) registers in 2nd quarter. Patched 
instructions were harmlessly executed on hardware and contents of corresponding registers were updated later (in 
a trap handler).  
DCP is a mechanism that replaces sensitive instructions with innocuous instructions before actual execution. It is 
the most complex part of project and we spent a couple of deliverables to implement different use cases. First, 
Only those scenarios were implemented for which one instruction patching is sufficient. DCP is then augmented 
with implementation of complex cases of replacing one sensitive instruction with more than one instruction. It is a 
complex case because adding more than one instruction can disturb relative distances used for position 
independent code. However, until now each code segment is changed in one shot by intercepting the code 
loading.  It cannot handle the cases where code is loaded in parts e.g. as a dynamically linked library. Hence, on-
demand code patching was implemented that could patch code in parts.  
Implementation of Translation Look aside Buffer (TLB) and Central Interrupt Unit (CIU) was also done during this 
period. We do not have a separate slot for these implementations in the project schedule.  
 

5. 5th 
Deliverable 

(15th 
February, 
2014- 15th 

May, 2014) 

Milestone Deliverables Status 
Of 
Deliver
ables 

(1) Booting of guest operating 
system without SMP support. 

(1) Hypervisor code. 

(2) Virtual machine booting log. 

(3) Demo of virtual machine booting 
using screen cast. 

(4) A conference paper mainly 
discussing code patching for MIPS 

Submitted 

Once implementations of virtual hardware, code patching, trap and emulation was done, the next intuitive step is 
to boot guest Kernel. In this deliverable, the hypervisor executed uboot completely and Linux kernel until creation 
of first user process (i.e. init). We faced serious performance issue during this deliverable. To improve 
performance, hypervisor code was restructured significantly. Now the guest code is executed by fetching a (basic) 
block of instructions at a time. 

 

 



6. 6th 
Deliverable 
15th May, 
2014- 15th 

August, 
2014) 

Milestone Deliverables Status 
Of 
Deliver
ables 

(1) Booting of guest operating 
system with SMP support. 

(1) Hypervisor code. 

(2) Virtual machine OS booting log. 

(3) Test case report. 

submitted 

In 6th deliverable, the major change was the addition of SMP support. For providing multi-core infrastructure, 
multi-threading was implemented i.e each core would be running in a separate thread. Couple of instructions were 
not implemented correctly previously and those bugs were identified and fixed.  

Also performance optimization was done by: 

a) Using improved hardware and 

b) By changing programming implementation of block creation and execution. 

7.   

7th 
Deliverable 

( 15th 
August, 

2014- 15th 
November, 

2014) 

Milestone Deliverables Status 
Of 
Deliver
ables 

(1) Guest applications (which do not 
involve I/O) runs correctly. 

(1) Hypervisor code. 

(2) Test case code. 

(3) Test case result report. 

submitted 

Timer unit and UART implementation is added to the infrastructure. Exception handling mechanism is modified to 
handle more exceptions i.e. tlb and address exceptions. Some changes in memory management unit are made to 
handle Cavium segment (which is cavium specific implementation). Some instruction implementation, interrupt 
handling and memory implementation bugs are fixed. 

8.  8th 
Deliverable 

(15th 
November, 
2014- 15th 
February, 

2015) 

Milestone Deliverables Status 
Of 
Deliver
ables 

(1) Guest has access to a virtual disk 
to persist its data across virtual 
system boots. 

(2) Virtual Ethernet card can be 
detected inside the guest OS. 

(1) Hypervisor code. 

(2) Test case code. 

(3) Test case result report. 

Submitted 

Virtual disk has been added to the system to persist data. Also virtual Ethernet card detection is done. Some bugs 
in timer and TLB implementation are fixed. Exception handling mechanism is also corrected.  

9.  9th 
Deliverable 

15th 
February, 
2015- 1st 

(1) Virtual Ethernet card can be 
assigned a valid IP. 

(1) Hypervisor code. 

(2) Test case result report. 

Submitted 



May, 2015) 

A valid IP is assigned to the guest. Timer infrastructure is changed due to poor performance. Many TLB and UART 
related bugs are fixed. An error in block fetching mechanism is identified and corrected. Some code structural 
changes are done for improving timing performance of hypervisor. 

10.  10th 
Deliverable 
( 1st May, 
2015- 1st 
August, 
2015) 

(1) TCP and UDP are operational and 
virtual machine can now 
communicate over the network. 

(1) Final hypervisor code. 

(2) Test case report. 

(3) User manual. 

(4) Final project report with 
performance characterization of 
hypervisor as compared to bare-
metal performance. 

(5) A conference paper discussing full 
system with related data. 

Submitted 

During this Quarter different network infrastructure for hypervisor was implemented. The previous 
implementation of network device was changed due to its implementation complexity and poor performance. 
Currently a combination of para-virtual virtio-net device driver in guest and host-net on host is under 
implementation. 

Different methods for overall performance optimization were implemented in the extension time period, which 
proved to be fruitful.  

11.  Different 
time 

during the 
course of 

the project 

(1) Workshops in ICOSST 2013 and 
ICOSST 2014 in Dec 

(2) IEEE Seminars (Expected in 
March / April 2013 & 2014) 

(3) July / Aug 2014 short summer 
course 

(1) Workshop / Seminar / Short 
course content and schedule. 

(2) ICT R&D staff or ICT nominated 
representatives are welcome to 
join any of these public events 
and ICT will be informed ahead of 
time about its schedule. 

Submitted 

 

 
 


